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 (60)	An Account of the general Nursery or Colledg of Infants... 1686.
 (61)	Coram said he had been a witness to the shocking spectacle of innocent children
•who had been murdered and thrown on dunghills. Perhaps some of these children had
died a natural (or quasi-natural) death and the bodies had been so disposed of to save the
expense ofburiaL There were cases of this a hundred years later. (Chadwick, Supplementary
Report on Intramural Interments, 1843.) But see the Old Bailey Sessions Papers passim for
trials of women for killing their illegitimate infants.
 (62)	Hanway, A Candid historical Account of the Hospital for . . . exposed and deserted
young children, 1759, p. 23.

 (63)	ibid., pp. 24-5.
 (64)	ibid., p. 85. By this plan hospitals would be erected in all parts of the kingdom 'to
be supported by the public purse or some peculiar tax/ (ibid. p. 9.) While in England
dissatisfaction with the administration of the poor laws led to proposals for maintaining
the poor in public hospitals for the young, the sick and the aged, in France where the poor
were so provided for, proposals were made for parochial relief on the English mediod.
In Paris (as in Dublin) the deaths among Foundling children were enormous.
In Paris in the middle of the century about one-fifth of all the children born were sent
to the Foundling Hospital and about one-third of those dying died in hospitals. The
figures are:
Christenings     Sent to the Foundling Hospital
 1751	19,231	3,783
 1752	20,227	4,127
 1753	19,729	4,3*9
Burials                    Deaths in hospitals

 1751	16,673	5,517
 1752	17,762	5,829
 1753	21,716	7,167
The foundlings, who were sent within a day or two of their birth to be nursed in the
villages round Paris, returned at the age of five or six, the boys to St Antoine, the girls to
the Salpetriere, where poor Paris girls recommended by the cures were also received. The
girls were housed in the court known as Notre Dame de Pine1 and taught to read, sew and
embroider.
Sir William Mildmay,. who made investigations in Paris, calculated that out of the
average of about 4,000 foundlings annually sent to be nursed, if two-thirds died under the
age of five, and one-fifth of the survivors between the ages of five and twelve — which he
calls an extreme supposition — there would be an average * resting stock* of 7,465 children
maintained in Paris. There were however in fact, only about 640 boys and 600 girls. The
explanation given to him for this extraordinary diminution was that many children were
reclaimed by their parents while at nurse in the country* *the hospital being used as a
public nursery for poor people's children9. He adds, *the further difference is suspected to
be owing to the insufficient nourishment they receive, as this particular charity as well as
the general hospital adopts the preposterous system of taking in an "unlimited number,
whilst there is only a limited income'.

